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Abstract—Robot-assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS) made it possible to perform a number of medical manipulations with reduced patient trauma and better accuracy. Various devices, including tactile sensors, have been developed in recent years to enhance the quality of this procedure. The objective of this paper is to review the latest advancements and challenges in the development of tactile sensing devices designed for surgical applications. In particular the focus is on palpation and probing devices that can be potentially used in RMIS. In addition, we explore the aspects that should be taken into account when designing tactile sensors for RMIS, incorporating biological inspiration of tactile sensing, features of manual palpation, requirements of RMIS. We provide an overview of recommendations for the development of tactile sensing devices, especially in the context of RMIS.

Index Terms—Force sensors, Minimally Invasive Surgery, Medical Robotics, Tactile sensors

I. INTRODUCTION

The sense of touch is an essential component for our perception of the world. It helps us to navigate in darkness and not only gives us the possibility to detect the presence of an object, but also its shape, size, temperature and mechanical surface properties. It is the only perception system, which is distributed throughout the human body and sends a complex set of signals to the brain originating from a multitude of receptors and nerve endings. They are located in muscles, joints, mucosa, and the surface of the skin, and, respond to various inputs, including touch, pressure, temperature, pain, and body orientation in space.

For human beings, the ability to explore tactile properties of an object is subjective and changes with experience [1]. Therefore, in order to recreate a realistic sense of touch in robotic applications, multiple sensing devices and a complex control system for the behavioral control are needed to perceive and interpret different types of stimuli. Nowadays, no sensor system exists that is capable of accurately measuring the full complexity of tactile cues on the same level as the human tactile receptive system. Thus, the development of such technologies is an important technical problem and scientific challenge.

Tactile sensing in robotics covers a wide spectrum of different fields, including surgical and healthcare applications, industrial handling devices, and dexterous robotic hands. The focus of this review paper is on the state of the art of tactile sensors for use in RMIS. The active development and practical implementation of tactile sensors started at the beginning of the 21st century with ground breaking technologies in medicine and healthcare [2]. The review by Lee and Nichols [2] shows that, at the end of the 20th century, more publications on tactile sensors, designed for practical applications, started to appear. They also report on the growing interest from the medical community towards tactile sensing.

Despite its short history, medical tactile sensing has a broad background. The reviews [3]–[5] examine tactile sensor research from the previous decade, and the reader is referred to these papers for an overview of earlier medically-applied tactile sensor work. The main focus of another review paper is on the recent publications, which built on recent research exploring and studying the mechanisms of tactile sensing in humans, which is believed to be an ideal model for artificial touch sensors [6]. In addition, the interested reader is directed to two thorough reviews providing a general overview of tactile technologies [7], [8]. In our paper, along with the overview of tactile devices for RMIS, we will discuss how biology can be used as inspiration for the development of tactile sensors. We will also discuss the important issue of the interaction between soft tissue and medical tools and its impact on tactile sensor requirements, specifically using tissue palpation as an example to understand the desired design characteristics of the sensing devices.

A. Motivation

Shorter recovery time, reduced pain and trauma, and less medication needed are frequently-referred positive aspects of RMIS [9]. Moreover, there are a number of benefits for the surgeon. For example, the telerobotic da Vinci surgical system by Intuitive Surgical® provides a high resolution, three-
dimensional view of the operation field. Surgical precision is increased by the ability to filter out natural hand tremor. In addition, the ability to reduce muscle fatigue and ease of use for the surgeon complements the other benefits of the procedure. These are the key reasons for the worldwide popularity and continuous development for minimally invasive techniques [10]. According to studies in [11], [12], RMIS shows its benefits for procedures such as hysterectomy, prostatectomy, and thyroid surgery.

Nevertheless, the use of RMIS is accompanied with a loss of tactile sensations for surgeons. Direct touch access to the organ is not available, and, consequently, organ palpation cannot be conducted. The ability to feel an organ’s mechanical properties during the surgery can help to detect tumors and lumps in the organ, as well as to understand the margin of the abnormality to conduct dissection. However, the main feedback RMIS users receive is through vision, and in order to understand tool-tissue interaction forces, surgical experience is required [13]. Visualization during surgery can only partially compensate for the lack of tactile feedback, as vision just provides information about the outer surface of an organ; however at times the abnormality is covered with a layer of healthy tissue. Therefore, the thorough assessment of an organ’s mechanical properties should be realized with the help of force sensing devices.

Artificial tactile sensing can be implemented as the mechanical properties of healthy soft tissues differ from the cancerous ones — the elastic modulus of tumors is approximately higher by a factor of ten [14], [15]. The knowledge of the exact tumor location allows surgeons to perform a more accurate surgical removal and to preserve healthy tissue as much as possible. Thus, the trauma of the surgery would be reduced.

Tactile feedback during the surgery, along with the visualization of an operation site, can enhance the dexterity and controllability of a surgical instrument, which can improve the quality of tool and tissue interaction and can help to achieve reduced trauma [16], [17]. Conversely, the lack of tactile feedback during RMIS can cause serious operative, infectious and other complications while performing difficult manipulations, for instance coronary artery bypass grafting [18].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: part II discusses the requirements for tactile sensing devices for RMIS. Then, a classification and overview of current devices is presented in part III. Finally, the discussion, covering some important details of tactile sensing, is presented in part IV.

II. TACTILE SENSING IN RMIS – REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, the overview of specific requirements and characteristics of tactile devices for RMIS is presented. As mentioned, the lack of tactile feedback is an important concern for RMIS. However, tactile sensation is not yet broadly implemented for real surgical applications, as described in [4]. One of the main reasons for that may be the strict certification requirements specified for medical devices. Therefore, accuracy and stability of the devices and their measurements is a very important issue. For example, if the sensor is used to detect the presence and location of an abnormality, incorrect tactile information may lead to false tumor detection or may miss detecting an abnormality. Such variability of results will influence the clinical outcome of the examination and subsequent treatment. Many natural factors and processes can also cause variability of tactile data. For instance, even a patient natural breathing causes a displacement of the internal organs. In addition, the surface properties of an organ may vary because of blood and other fluids, which can be excessive during surgery. Thus, the sensing signal can be influenced by changes in friction between the sensing tool and tissue. These variability factors for tactile sensing should be taken into account when developing devices for RMIS.

Keeping surgical procedures as short as possible is important, as any additional surgery time can induce additional complications to the patient and will increase the cost of the procedure - the surgeon does not have the possibility to perform multiple tactile scans of an organ to confirm the presence or location of a tumor inside an organ. A probe for tactile data detection should ensure the possibility to measure soft tissue properties within a short period of time, i.e. operate at fast traversing speeds.

RMIS is performed through small incisions, or trocar ports, whose diameters vary from 5 to 12 mm [19]. Therefore, all surgical devices should be miniaturized to fit through a trocar port. In addition, tactile sensing instrument should be either sterilizable or disposable. The latter case could be practically realized if low cost components are used. For sterilization it is necessary to take into account that it can be performed in a steam autoclave using high pressure vapor and high temperature [20], in a chemiclave with low humidity and chemical solution [21], or using gas sterilization [22]. The simplicity of the whole design of tactile device is another desirable property leading to low cost and affordability.

In some cases, RMIS is performed using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [23]. That procedure is required when the real time observation of an instrument position relative to internal organ and areas of interests is needed. MRI is enhancing the contrast of soft tissues and can be used for multi-planar spatial visualization [24], [25]. In contrast to X-ray computer tomography and fluoroscopy, it is not subject to ionizing radiation and does not require the use of contrast agents. However, due to the applied magnetic field, MRI requires the use of specific instruments from non-magnetic materials [26], [27] to avoid interference to the images. Therefore, these instruments should be created from MRI-compatible non-magnetic materials.

The design requirement of a tactile sensing device heavily depends on the type of application it will be used for in RMIS. Information about mechanical properties of soft tissue could be used in two ways: either to sense the pressure applied by an instrument, in order not to injure the tissue and blood vessels during manipulation; or to enable the possibility to palpate soft tissues during RMIS to detect sites of abnormalities. In the first case, sensors are mainly used in the design of
III. HUMAN TACTILE SENSING

The studies on tactile technologies were rising along with studies on the human tactile perception [2]. The simultaneous development of these two areas is not a coincidence, as human tactile sensing acts often as a standard for an ideal tactile technology. Therefore, to create an artificial tactile sensing device, it is beneficial to take into account the biological background of tactile sensing, such as the distribution and functionality of mechanoreceptors. These sensing elements are spatially distributed in the soft tissue between the skin, the finger bone and the nail in a strategic way, possibly to take advantage of different tissue dynamics under different probing behaviors.

A. Biological Background of Tactile Sensing

Humans possess several types of mechanoreceptors ([28], [29]), which respond to different types of mechanical stimuli (Fig. 1). The receptors densely located in the top layer of the skin, Merkel cells, respond to light touch and static stimuli. These cells have a small receptive area and a high sensitivity to small vibrations (less than 5 Hz) [30], fine spatial discontinuities (about 0.5 mm [31]), edges, and the orientation of the examined surface [32], [33]. Ruffini corpuscles are located deeper in the dermis and respond to stretching in the joining tissue, and mostly react to sustained pressure and are used in kinaesthetic sense. Meissner’s corpuscles respond to vibrations from 5 to 50 Hz [30] and are located close to the skin surface. The density of these mechanoreceptors is the highest with the receptors spaced 3 - 5 mm apart. Moreover, Meissner’s corpuscles are responsible for slip detection between an object and the skin [34]. The receptors located most deeply (Pacinian corpuscles) respond to high-frequency vibrations and high pressure [35], [36]. These receptors quickly adapt to the stimulus and do not respond to static exposure. The density of these receptors is not very high and the size of the cell is relatively large. According to [37] the average number of Pacinian corpuscles in human hands is 300 cells. In addition, Pacinain corpuscles are producing a response only in case the tactile stimulus is acting on the array of these cells that is on the wider area of the skin [38]. Therefore, human tactile system perceives separate stimuli, such as different frequencies of vibrations, light and moderate touch and deep pressure, with the help of mechanoreceptors, strategically located in the finger. Thus, the tactile perception of an object is formed from the combination of perceived information. More information on human anatomy can be found in [39].

B. Manual Palpation Techniques

Various strategies taken by expert surgeon in soft tissue manual palpation is another important area that should be taken into account during the development of a medical tactile device for palpation. It can provide guidelines not only for the design of the sensor but also for the optimal control strategies of the examination, which can lead to higher detection rate of tumors [40]. Soft tissue palpation is a mechanically complex process, requiring expertise and continuous training. It is broadly applied for initial breast and prostate examinations to find the presence, location, shape, mechanical properties, and texture of abnormalities. There are several palpation techniques in use, depending on the organ examined and the shape and depth of the abnormality [41], [42]. Palpation methods can be subdivided into three main techniques, such as global movement, local movement and palpation pressure, though they are usually combined in order to achieve the best result [43].

1) Global Movement

The first technique of manual palpation - global finger movement (GFM) - is aimed to increase palpation efficiency and accuracy by covering the whole surface of the organ. It reduces the risk of missing a suspicious formation. In prostate examinations, this technique is performed with three main different patterns: U, L, V - shape, as well as straight line movement [43]. Clinical breast examinations are usually performed with the following three patterns: concentric circles, radial spokes, and vertical stripes [45]. The pattern choice mainly depends on the preference and training of the examiner.

2) Local Movement

Based on GFM, the examiner defines the areas of possible abnormalities. For further examination it is necessary to explore those more thoroughly. Therefore, the local finger movement (LFM) method is applied, and performed only within a selected section. This type of palpation helps physicians to understand the shape and depth of an abnormality. Due to different shape and location of organs, the approaches of LFM are specific to the target organ, though they are similar. In particular, three methods of LFM can be outlined for palpation examinations performed with one finger [45]. The first method is tapping - a fast striking discontinuous touching of the tissue. The second technique is vibration, where the finger is kept at constant contact with the tissue and...
the force direction of the finger is varied during examination. Finally, there is the sliding pattern - a smooth movement over a defined area with relatively constant pressure.

3) Palpation Pressure

The third palpation technique, apart from GFM and LFM, is finger movement pressure (FMP), which corresponds to the average intentional finger pressure applied during the palpation procedure, such as light and deep palpation [46]. Light pressure is mainly used with GFM to access the general mechanical properties and temperature of the organs. Indentation of this type of palpation does not exceed 2 cm and pressure is as light as possible. Deep palpation is performed with heavier pressure, mainly used for LFM, with an indentation of about 4 cm, and is used to evaluate the stiffness, size, contours and shape of the formation or of the organ.

The above information not only represents the complexity of the task to replicate the human-like touch perception mechanism, but also underlines the importance of embodied perception of the environment during tactile examination. This means, that tactile sensing systems should be able to interact with the given environment and use the perceived information about it to change the behavioral pattern of measurement process [47]. This issue becomes more challenging during in-vivo examination of organs, which represent variable and non-linear environment.

We believe that it is important to consider the biological background of tactile sensing, such as human tactile perception and the methods of manual palpation in order to develop artificial tactile sensors for RMIS. The measurement of soft tissue properties during manual palpation is an essential step for surgeons. This information should be always taken into account while developing a tactile device for medical applications [48]. Firstly, it can be a valuable source of knowledge for the creation of biologically inspired tactile devices. In addition, the understanding of human tactile sensing can provide researchers with understanding on the design, guidance and control of the tactile device.

TABLE I
WAYS OF CLASSIFICATION OF TACTILE SENSORS FOR SURGICAL APPLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction principle</th>
<th>Application type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indentation devices</td>
<td>Tactile probes for artificial palpation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration or Absorption devices</td>
<td>Tactile probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheter tip with sensing element</td>
<td>Catheters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered structure</td>
<td>Graspers, Forceps, Cutters, Tactile probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrayed structure</td>
<td>Various applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-contact method</td>
<td>Tactile probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of several design principles</td>
<td>Various applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. DESIGN OF TACTILE AND FORCE SENSING DEVICES

In this section the structural design and sensing principles of medical tactile sensors for RMIS is presented. We review the tactile devices, developed for use in RMIS and other related surgical applications, during the recent decade, which the authors believe are the most significant works that are acting towards the development of the field.

Considering the fact that tactile devices are directly interacting with soft tissue, their design is one of the factors that can influence the whole results of examination. The following sections provide an overview of the tactile sensors based on their construction principle and application type for surgery. In addition the sensing principles and the associated features of each design will be discussed.

Table I classifies tactile sensing devices designed for surgical applications. The examples of the devices will be presented hereafter.

A. Contact Devices, Based on the Indentation Principle

1) Common Design Principles of Indentation Devices

The most popular design of tactile devices in surgical applications is the contact probe, which is akin to the human finger, measuring indentation during probing. Such construction principle is usually employed for probing devices, which directly serve the purpose of artificial tactile probing or palpation. The typical application of such a device is the detection and localization of tissue abnormalities, such as malignant or benign formation. A certain amount of force is applied on the target tissue, which results in changes of stress and strain values. Then a finger-like indentation sensing device measures the stiffness of a soft tissue.

The shape of the indenter, which is the main construction element, plays an important role in the results of examination. Theoretically, to get the most accurate measurements from inhomogeneous material, the contact area of measurement should be minimal. However, the shape of an indenter should be designed in such way, that it does not damage tissue during the surgery, this means, its dimensions should be appropriate for the target tissue not to be torn or damaged. Moreover, for a complete organ representation, the measurement should be performed continuously over the surface of an organ. In addition this shape is similar to human fingertip, which is actively used to detect tactile information during manual palpation. The diameter of the sphere should be chosen according to the viscoelastic properties of the tissue – very large diameter requires higher loads and more effort during measurements, while too small diameter will not provide desired dynamical properties for the measurement. It has been proven, that depth and stress of indentation is inversely related to the diameter of the indenter, but this relationship is non-linear [49].

2) Transduction Principles

The tactile devices, based on the indentation construction principle allow using different transduction principles, which are discussed below. Force feedback measurement is one of the most wide-spread methods for soft tissue mechanical property examination, as it is simple, accurate and convenient for the use during RMIS.

Commercially available sensors offer easy and accurate force data measuring, but they can be unsuitable size, made
from MRI incompatible material. The most popular commercial device, used for indentation device is three-dimensional force and torque sensor NANO 17 (ATI industrial automation), which provides good accuracy and sensitivity along with miniature size (17 mm in diameter). The examples of indentation devices using this sensor can be found in [50], [51].

![Design principle of sensing structure in [52].](image)

To reduce the cost, as well as to combine the accuracy and miniature size for the application in RMIS, there is a need for the development of tactile devices using specially developed transducers. For instance, one can use strain gauges to measure force feedback. The advantage of such method is relative flexibility of the construction and therefore the possibility to design multi-dimensional sensors. An example of an indentation probe, based on strain gauges can be found in [52] (Fig. 2), where a three-dimensional force and torque sensor was developed for arthroscopic surgery. The specific feature of this design is hollow structure of the sensor, which allows to place the sensor on the tip of the probe and to enable use of visual feedback necessary for this type of surgery. Strain gauges are relatively cheap, and this allows disposing the probe after use. However, such sensors cannot be used inside MRI scanner and are sensitive to temperature changes. The same limitations can be applicable also for the sensors using piezoelectric effect [53], [54].

Among the works devoted to tactile sensors, one can outline the indentation devices that work using fiber optical principle, where the modulation of light intensity is used to represent the variable force feedback from the soft tissue [55]-[57]. They are compatible with MRI, as the transducer is made of non-magnetic materials. In addition, fiber optical transducers can work with no wiring and are resistive to temperature variations. The construction principle of the fiber-optical force sensor requires converting force feedback into displacement that is usually achieved by the means of deforming an elastic part of the sensor. The choice of elastic material becomes a very important issue in the sensor construction, as the properties of the material will define sensor accuracy parameters. Nonlinear behavior and response time of elastic part are the important factors that should be considered during sensor calibration. The deformation of elastic tip of the sensor can also be used to measure tactile data using optical information. For instance, work in [58] describes the compliant optical tactile sensor, where the shape change of transparent elastomer is measured by high speed image sensor.

Alternative, but expensive, sensing principle is based on micro-fiber Bragg grating (FBG), which gives better accuracy of estimating stiffness parameters in addition to being a miniature solution. The specific feature of FBG is variation of the refractive index, and thus the length of the wavelength, on the small section of the fiber. An example of such sensor can be found in [59], where the designed sensor, 2.4 × 2.4 mm² in size, shows good balance between sensitivity range and linearity. In this example FBG was embedded in the flexible silicone material and was found suitable for the force measurement in RMIS.

As the current state of arts shows, fiber-optical transduction principle allows building miniature multi-modal sensors. The example of three-axis sensor can be found in [60] and six-axis in [61], where the size of the sensor is brought up to 11 × 10 × 6 mm³ with the help of linear polarizers. However, if these sensors are employed for indentation devices, the performance and accuracy will be largely dependent on the design parameters of the probe. In addition, the structure of fiber-optical transducer can be relatively fragile and may be damaged due to excessive loads.

The indentation devices, which are measuring only force feedback from the target material, are suitable for static one-point measurements. Most of force feedback–based sensors are measuring just tissue response force and the indentation depth during the measurement is assumed to be constant. This assumption leads to inaccuracy in the estimation of tissue mechanical properties. In order to estimate correct soft tissue parameters, the device should be able to measure both force feedback and indentation depth simultaneously. Alternatively, the indentation depth can be kept constant during measurement, but this approach can be hardly implemented for real surgical applications. The work described in [62] (Fig. 3) is based on the optical fiber force sensing, but its construction principle does not use deformable elastic material for the modulation of intensity. Instead, a spherical indenter of the probe is pressed down to the target tissue by air flow and in non-contact position sphere is located on the fixed distance from the optical fiber. During measurements, variation in the tissue stiffness is causing change in the distance between the sphere and the fiber. Thus tissue stiffness is obtained by detecting indentation depth and force feedback. However, the relationship of airflow and non-linear soft tissue responses should be taken into consideration during sensor calibration. Another example of sensor detecting two measurement variables simultaneously can be found in [63]. The third example of stiffness sensor (Fig. 4), which may be in the interest of the reader, is based on the induction principle, where direction and amount of motion is measured along with force feedback [64]. This method is not MRI compatible and is not very popular for the indentation devices, but the results show its good accuracy parameters.
Apart from force sensing method, resonance-frequency based method can be used. However, at the moment one cannot outline an indentation device, which is capable of measuring mechanical properties of soft tissue over continuous path. For example, work described in [65] uses commercial resonance sensor Venutron®, where the static measurements of soft tissue phantoms are performed during controlled indentation depth. The indentation devices based on the combination of mass-spring model with LVDT (low voltage differential transducer) coils [66], [67], sample design principle is shown in Fig. 5. In that case the system is measuring a shift of resonance frequency during indentation process. The main issues in the application of such devices are the measurement repeatability, reliability and dependence on the orientation of the probe. This may lead to occurrence of inaccuracies during in-vivo application of the tactile device. However, the significant advantage of resonant method is the capability to measure both elastic and viscous properties of soft tissues.

In addition to the above presented transduction principles, one can outline a set of papers about indentation devices, which are using application-specific design. The characteristic feature of such devices is the limitation of its implementation method and design constraints, as a physical principle of construction does not allow any modifications. An example of such indentation device can be found in [68], it is using ring shaped airbag to detect contact force by measuring variable air pressure and to measure stiffness of liver. The use of air bag allows measuring force feedback in arbitrary direction and to minimize the effect of variable indentation.

In [69] the concept of wireless palpation was introduced. Magnetically actuated wireless probe measures stiffness using indentation in a vertical direction. The device does not require a separate trocar port, but is influenced by vibrations and uncertainties of the environment that can affect the accuracy.

To sum up the information about indentation devices used for soft tissue probing or palpation, one can see the active development of them along with requirement for better devices, which would ensure accurate measurements over the whole surface of an organ in real-time.

**B. Aspiration Devices**

Another design method, which can be used for tactile examination of soft tissue, particularly stiffness estimation, is the aspiration or suction of target tissue with a pipette device. Such approach is used to perform biopsy for tumor and infection diagnosis [70]. This method is not very well represented in the scientific literature for the purpose of soft tissue palpation. Although, there are several advantages: aspiration devices are MRI compatible, the pipette can be sterilized, and, importantly, it is able to estimate the value of Young’s modulus instead of the relative stiffness parameter of the area. There are no examples of such tactile devices developed directly for RMIS, but one can mention several interesting works describing this principle on soft tissue examination [71]–[73].

In order to implement the measurement of stiffness the device should be in direct contact with the tissue, as the air from the pipette is sucked out. Then, there should be a system to measure the aspirated level of soft tissue, assumed to be homogeneous, which is then analyzed to estimate Young’s modulus (Fig. 7). As a downside of this method one can mention the constraint to perform fast measurements over an organ area, due to necessity to aspirate and then to release the target area. In addition, to create a full representation of an
organ, or so-called stiffness distribution map, the positioning of pipette should be very accurate in order to gather the information from the whole organ. Finally, the design of a pipette device is directly influencing the accuracy of the measurements. The diameter of an aspirated area and wall thicknesses of a pipette are important parameters. More information about design can be found in [71].

C. Catheters with Tactile Sensing Elements

Catheters are broadly used for applications in minimally invasive cardiac surgeries to perform various manipulations, including coronary artery bypass surgery, procedures on beating heart, and mitral valve surgeries [74]. During catheterization procedures, it might be desired to control the applied force during catheter insertion to avoid damage of the vessels or chambers as well as to distinguish between the stiffness of soft tissues by employing the tip of catheter with force sensor. Here it is worth to mention, that in case of catheterization procedures the tactile device is mostly used in order to evaluate the strength of applied force or to detect the presence of an occurred contact, and scanning of soft tissue properties is not needed.

In addition, catheterization procedures often require use of MRI during surgery; therefore, tactile sensors employed in catheters should not contain any metal parts. The analysis of the devices, using fiber optical sensors shows, that this type of sensing is feasible for different applications in RMIS, including catheterization procedures. The example of the catheter with such transduction principle can be found in [75] and in [76]. Sensor described in [77] uses expansion of the soft and flexible balloon with fluid for tactile information sensing. The pressure and flow of fluid is changing depending on the load applied and measured by flow and pressure sensors outside the setup. However, the difficulty of such setup is in the maintaining constant flow rate in the sensor and overcoming problem of the occurring slip.

As practice shows, the most successful devices can be developed employing combined sensing and mechanical principles. For example, in [78] as shown on Fig. 8, a hybrid sensor developed for catheterization procedures uses both the piezoresistive effect and optical fiber sensing. The sensor is capable of detecting the deformation of an object via the deformation of reflective diaphragm by the means of optical force sensing, as well as force feedback using the piezoresistive film. Thus, the relative stiffness of contact object can be obtained.

D. Layered Structure

This section discusses another design approach for tactile sensors design – layered structures, which represents a device, composed of various materials or transducers placed one upon another. The method has got various advantages, as several transduction principles as well as different materials can be combined. Tactile sensors built on the layer principle can be successfully integrated in a surgical instrument, such as graspers, as well as for tactile probes used for soft tissue exploration.

Tactile sensing devices employing various materials in a layered configuration can be compared with a structure of human finger, which is composed of different layers, possessing various mechanical properties and acting differently during object exploration [80]. Similarly, tactile sensors with layered structure can use a layer of silicone or rubber material. However, it is necessary to take into account the viscoelastic properties of measured soft tissue during choice of soft material for the sensor layers, because the sensitivity of the device will depend on the mechanical interaction between the tool and tissue. For instance, in [81],
[82], the choice of soft material is directly influencing the characteristics of tactile device, as the elastic part of the device is in direct contact with measured material.

The combination of various materials in one device, allows measuring not just feedback force, but also the stiffness of the tissue. In [82], Fig. 10, two rubber blocks with different values of Young’s modulus are placed concentrically upon pressure sensing elements, that allow to determine the Young’s modulus of soft tissue. Another example is microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) stiffness sensor in layered structure, which measures soft tissue properties based on a relative displacement of two elements with the help of capacitive sensing membrane [83]. MEMS technologies have a good potential for various sensing applications, however the current fabrication process is relatively difficult [84].

The viscoelastic properties of the outer surface of a tactile sensing device could complicate the possibility to perform fast movements over the organ due to friction. Thus, such structure is more suitable for static point measurements of soft tissue and can be successfully integrated in surgical instruments. Surgical graspers equipped with tactile feedback are able to provide surgeon with information about grasping force as well as to detect the presence of small blood vessels, thus reducing the risk of damaging soft tissue. Such devices with sensing capabilities can estimate tactile information more accurately, as the target area is fixed between the instrument and no significant displacement occurs. As it is seen from relevant examples of graspers [85], [86], the elastic material incorporated in a layer can enhance stability of a grasp, and can even form teeth of an instrument. However, variability of data can be induced from vibration or shaking of an instrument.

The typical transducer used for a design of a sensor composed of different layers should be thin and robust, for example it can be piezoresistive films [81], [82], [85], PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) films [86], [87], capacitive sensing elements [78] or use of conductive polymer with electrodes [88]. However, all these transducers do not enable MRI compatibility, which is sometimes necessary for the use during RMIS. In [89] the tactile sensor uses fiber optical sensing principle (Fig. 11). The specific characteristic of this layered sensor is composed of three fibers sandwiched between perpendicular rods of different lengths and several elastic materials. The configuration of rods allows measuring the relative deflection of the sensor structure, therefore detecting the tactile information from the contact surface.

Layered structure of a tactile sensor allows measuring the stiffness of a soft tissue without the information about indentation depth. However, the fabrication process of layers can be relatively complex. In addition, such design is more suitable for stable static one-point measurements, where it is able to provide accurate results. Therefore, one can conclude, that the best application of a layered tactile device is integration of it in a surgical instrument, such as graspers or forceps.

### E. Array Sensors

Tactile devices, designed as spatially distributed sensing elements in arrays, can be very advantageous for RMIS. Such design of tactile principle can be compared with the perception of a fingertip, which is using multiple mechanoreceptors. The structure of sensor array can be built up from different transducers and their combination, as well as various tactile sensors can be united in one sensing array. One of the advantages of arrayed tactile sensor is the possibility to use its output directly as the visual information [88] or to the tactile display [90]–[92].

The sensitivity of the array depends on the number of sensing elements. However, the increase in their number can lead to the bigger size and weight of the device, which is undesirable in case of surgical instruments. Therefore, one needs to use small sized transducers to increase the sensitivity of the device. For example, in [93] this problem was solved using an array of conductive microchannels embedded in an elastic deformable environment. Because of such technology, the sensor is suitable to be used on surgical microgrippers (typical width of an instrument is 1 mm). Another perspective technology is the use of MEMS [94], [95], which has got various advantages such as easy production and miniature size, and can be easily integrated in a surgical instrument. The
most suitable transducers for this approach can be PVDF films [94] and capacitors [96] due to their small size. In [95] the measurement sensitivity of MEMS stiffness sensor has been improved employing an array of force sensing units with two different mechanical stiffness parameters. Thus, a sensing diaphragm was created and can be integrated in a surgical grasper.

In addition, the arrayed structure of a tactile sensor allows the flexibility of the device and, therefore, the possibility of it to adapt to the environment. Good examples, proving the feasibility of this approach can be found in the works about the development of robotic skin [97]–[100], where authors present the tactile sensing structure that is able to cover large curved areas. Forward-looking, this approach can be integrated for the use in RMIS, as flexible structure can be used to cover the surface of an organ. However, miniaturization of this approach requires further research.

**F. Non-contact Devices**

As an alternative to contact methods, stiffness can also be measured using noncontact devices. This method can be used only for devices that are developed for the localization and detection of hard tissue areas, and it is not applicable for integration in the instruments. The basic working principle of this methodology is based on the detection and measurement of applied deformation and resulting indentation. The advantage of this method is the possibility to measure properties of soft tissue over continuous path in real-time, in addition, the effect of mechanical friction from tool and tissue interaction cannot influence the dynamics of the movement.

The most convenient approach to indent the tissue in noncontact way is the application of an air jet to the target tissue [101], [102]. This can be easily achieved in the operation theatre, as air supply is broadly implemented during the surgery. The pressure of an air jet can be regulated, thus it is possible to control the flow applied to the tissue and to reduce the risk of tissue damage during examination. The effect of resulting indentation can be estimated using visual feedback system. In [103] similar approach is applied to solve the inverse problem of estimation of the viscoelastic parameters. However, the main limitation of vision based indentation evaluation is the necessity to keep camera position fixed with respect to organ surface and to avoid shaking and vibration of the device. This is not possible during the real surgery due to the natural movement of internal organs. In addition, the data processing during this type of measuring is time-consuming.

Another way of noncontact measurement of soft tissue parameters was proposed in [104], where a fiber optical displacement sensor is used to estimate the changes in the tissue, which is assumed to be homogeneous. In this work (Fig. 12) in order to detect tumor, phase shift difference between air pressure input and displacement sensor output are measured. Therefore, the change in stiffness between two measurements will be detected.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

From the information presented in this paper, we can conclude, that at the moment there exist relatively robust devices, which are capable to provide accurate tactile information during static measurements from one point. However, as it was already mentioned in the paper, to detect the information about mechanical parameters of an organ, it is required to scan soft tissue in a dynamic way. Therefore, it is beneficial to develop devices and algorithms, which could operate in real-time and provide stable measurements. Thus, a device should be able to adapt to the variable conditions of the environment [105], [106]. This includes the accounting on the force applied, soft tissue restitution dynamics versus time, the shape of an organ and many other factors. In addition, as it was shown, the type of application of tactile device is an important factor, which is the main factor defining design of the tool.

One can observe, at the present moment there exist only few devices approved during clinical in-vivo studies. This can be justified by the fact, that only robust and safe devices, which fulfill all surgical requirements, can be tested on live organism. These tests are very important, as the properties of tissue in living conditions differ from the properties of ex-vivo tissues. This is the last and most significant stage of the development of a tactile device, and it requires preparation and meticulous work.
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